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A B S T R A C T 

We observed the low-mass X-ray binary Sco X-1 for 12 nights simultaneously using the Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer and the 
Otto Struve Telescope at McDonald Observatory at 1-s time-resolution. This is among the most comprehensive simultaneous 
X-Ray/optical data sets of Sco X-1. Evidence of reprocessing was observed in the form of nine positive, near-zero lag peaks 
in the cross-correlation function, eight of which were relatively small, and took the shape of piecewise exponential functions. 
These peaks were initially identified by eye, after which a computational identification scheme was developed to confirm their 
significance. Based on their short lags (less than 4 s), as well as their occurrence on the flaring branch (FB) and soft apex, the 
small cross-correlation features are likely to be caused by reprocessing off the outer disc, although the companion could still 
make a contribution to their tails. The Z track was parameterized using a rank number scheme so that the system’s location on 

the track could be numerically defined. Plotting the results against the optical reveals an increasing step function when moving 

from the horizontal branch to the normal branch (NB) to the FB, with differential optical levels at ∼0.47, ∼0.57, and ∼1.1, 
respectively. An additional correlation between Z track location and the optical was found on the upper FB. An optical intensity 

histogram reveals a transition region between the NB and FB with only intermediate fluxes. 

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – X-rays: binaries – X-rays: individual: Scorpius X-1. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

-ray binary systems involve either a black hole or a neutron star
NS) accreting from a normal star or a white dwarf. The material
ccretes through an accretion disc, emitting X-rays from the inner 
adii. Depending on the mass of the companion, XRBs can be 
lassified as either high mass ( > 10 M �), low mass ( < 1 M �), or
ntermediate mass. Weakly magnetized low-mass NS-binary systems 
NS-LMXBs) can be classified into two categories, based on their 
-ray colour–colour diagram (CD) and hardness–intensity diagram 

HID) behaviours: atoll and Z sources (Hasinger & van der Klis
989 ). Atolls generally have three separate components in their CDs,
alled the upper banana, lower banana, and island branches. Z sources 
lso have three components, called the horizontal, normal, and flaring 
ranches (HB, NB, and FB, respectively). Atolls and Z sources tend 
o mo v e through their tracks at different rates. Atolls takes longer,
racing out the full path on the order of weeks, while Z sources can

o v e through all three branches in hours or days (Hasinger & van
er Klis 1989 ). 

Differences between the two states extend beyond just the CDs. 
 sources are more luminous, often radiating near the Eddington 

imit, while atolls usually radiate at less than about 10 per cent
f the Eddington limit. Z sources tend to be much brighter in
he radio band as well. All Z sources have been detected in the
adio, with Sco X-1 even having spatially resolved jets (Fomalont, 
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eldzahler & Bradshaw 2001 ). Both sources can experience type 
 X-ray bursts (thermonuclear burning of accreted material on the 
urface of the NS), b ut b ursting beha viour is much more frequent in
tolls (Galloway et al. 2008 ). This is likely because the burning is
ore stable at near-Eddington luminosities in Z sources. 
Z sources can be subdivided into two more groups, as first

escribed by Kuulkers et al. ( 1994 ). The first of these are the Cyg-
ikes, named after Cyg X-2. These tend to have a more traditional ‘Z’
hape, and a more prominent HB. Sco-likes (named after Sco X-1)
re shaped like the Greek letter ‘ ν’, with a shorter, upturned HB,
nd a long FB. Several physical mechanisms have been suggested to
ry and explain the differences between Cyg-lik e, Sco-lik e, and atoll
ources, including inclination angles, NS spin rates, NS masses, 
nd NS magnetic field strengths (Hasinger & van der Klis 1989 ).
o we v er, with the disco v ery of a single binary system (Remillard

t al. 2006 ), most of these mechanisms have been disqualified. XTE
1701-462 was the first LMXB to be observed transitioning between 
ll three source types, moving from Cyg-like to Sco-like to atoll o v er
he course of its 19-month outburst (Homan et al. 2007a , 2007b ).
his suggests that the classes are driven only by accretion rate or
ow geometry. 
There are many theories as to what drives a system’s position on

ts Z track. It was long thought that the location on a CD was caused
y a mass accretion rate that monotonically increases from HB to FB
Psaltis, Lamb & Miller 1995 ). More recent models have suggested
ther possibilities. For example, Lin, Remillard & Homan ( 2010 )
ave an accretion rate that is unchanging throughout the Z track.
nother idea is given in Church et al. ( 2012 ), where the minimum
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Table 1. Time ranges of all data. 

Optical ( UT ) X-ray ( UT ) 

May 19.73–19.91, 2009 May 19.74–19.91, 2009 
May 20.78–20.89, 2009 May 20.78–20.89, 2009 
May 21.70–21.70, 2009 May 21.70–21.87, 2009 
N/A May 22.68–22.90, 2009 
N/A May 23.79–23.90, 2009 
May 24.71–24.87, 2009 May 24.71–24.87, 2009 
May 25.75–25.80, 2009 May 25.76–25.86, 2009 
N/A May 26.75–26.84, 2009 
May 27.71–27.89, 2009 May 27.72–27.89, 2009 
May 28.83–28.87, 2009 May 28.83–28.87, 2009 
May 29.75–29.85, 2009 May 29.75–29.85, 2009 
May 30.73–30.83, 2009 May 30.73–30.83, 2009 
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ccretion rate occurs at the soft apex and increases on either side.
ass accretion rate is not directly observable, and its behaviour with

egards to the Z track is clearly model-dependent. This raises the
uestion of whether there is a measurable parameter that correlates
n some way with the mass accretion rate. Checking if the optical
ntensity satisfies this condition is a major goal of this research. 

In addition to a binary system moving through these Z tracks,
he tracks themselves can shift around the CD and change shape, a
rocess known as secular drift. Cyg-likes generally have the most
bvious secular drift (Kuulkers, van der Klis & Vaughan 1996 ), but
t can be seen in Sco-likes as well. 

Most of the optical flux in LMXBs comes from the reprocessing
f X-rays by the outer disc or the companion star. This leads to
 delay in the optical signal (relative to the X-ray regime) on the
rder of the light travel time through the system ( ∼10 s for LMXBs),
ased on the location of the reprocessing region. Although the time
or thermal reprocessing is not zero, it can usually be considered
e gligible relativ e to the light trav el times (Cominsk y, London &
lein 1987 ). 
The amount of light that is reprocessed can be described by the

ransfer function, which can be described by the equation, 

 o ( t) = 

∫ 
�( τ ) F x ( t − τ )d τ, (1) 

here F o is the optical flux, F x is the X-ray flux, � is the transfer
unction, t is the time, and τ is the optical time-delay. O’Brien
t al. ( 2002 ) modelled the transfer function as a function of binary
hase and time-delay, using typical LMXB parameters. Two major
omponents came out of their model: The first was constant in phase,
oming about from the outer disc contribution. The second was
uasi-sinusoidal, from the companion, and stretched to the highest
eprocessing time delays possible within the system. The companion
ontribution is much more dependent on parameters such as the
inary separation and inclination angle, and so reprocessing off the
ompanion can be used to further define these variables. The quasi-
inusoidal component also contains the accretion stream, but the area
or reprocessing is much smaller, and so the companion contribution
ominates. With a study like this one that utilizes both high-time-
esolution data and energy-binned data, one could discriminate
etween the disc and companion reprocessing contributions using
ptical time delays, as well as identify the X-ray states during which
eprocessing can be detected. 

Sco X-1 is notable as the brightest persistent X-ray source in the
ky (outside of the Solar system), and the first discovered after the
un (Giacconi et al. 1962 ). In addition, it is the closest Z source
permanent or transient), measured at a distance of 2.8 ± 0.3 kpc
y Bradsha w, F omalont & Geldzahler ( 1999 ) using Very Long
aseline Array parallax. More recently, Gaia Early Data Release
 parallax placed the system at 2.33 + 0 . 12 

−0 . 14 kpc (Gaia Collaboration
t al. 2021 ). Geometric parameters include an inclination of ∼25 

◦

Cherepashchuk, Khruzina & Bogomazov 2021 , 2022 ) and a binary
eparation of ∼3 × 10 11 cm, calculated from a mass ratio of 0.5, an
S mass of 1.4 M � (Mata Sanchez et al. 2015 ), and an orbital period
f 18.9 h (Cowley & Crampton 1975 ; Gottlieb, Wright & Liller 1975 ;
ynes & Britt 2012 ). V818 Sco is the optical counterpart to Sco X-1

Sandage et al. 1966 ), and its disco v ery allowed for X-ray/optical
ultiwavelength studies. Hiltner & Mook ( 1967 ) found that the Sco
-1 optical brightness had bimodal properties and could be split into

lear high and low states. Hiltner & Mook ( 1970 ) later disco v ered
rimodal properties in Sco X-1 as well. Augusteijn et al. ( 1992 ) found
imilar bimodal behaviour, and noted that the soft apex corresponded
NRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
ith the transition between the high and low states, which confirmed
 similar suggestion by Priedhorsky et al. ( 1986 ). 

A number of studies have found optical reprocessing in Sco X-1.
 or e xample, Mu ̃ noz-Darias et al. ( 2007 ) found optical lags ranging
rom 5–10 s to ∼11–16 s, which correspond to disc and companion
eprocessing, respecti vely (Bo wen line filters were used to isolate
he companion contributions). Both instances of correlation occur
n the FB (at the top for high lags and at the bottom for low
ags). The authors suggest that the large size of these lags could
mply that either the NS mass or the inclination angle is bigger than
re viously reported. McGo wan et al. ( 2003 ) also found lags in their
ptical/X-ray cross-correlations that were bigger than expected based
n the Sco X-1 geometry. They propose that non-negligible thermal
eprocessing times in the region of reprocessing could explain the
ags. With an e xtensiv e data set, one could answer the question of
hat conditions in the light curves are necessary for correlations, as
ell as find the pre v alence of lo w lag (disc) and high lag (companion)
eaks. We present here an e xtensiv e data set spanning 12 nights to
nvestigate these questions. 

 OBSERVATI ONS  

imultaneous X-ray and optical observations of Sco X-1 were taken
n the nights of 19–30 May 2009. The observation periods are listed
n Table 1 . Much of the data o v erlapped in time, and so could be used
o search for reprocessing on LMXB time-scales. 

The optical data were taken using the CCD photometer Argos
n the Otto Struve Telescope at McDonald Observatory. Only 9 of
he 12 nights allowed for observations, as thunderstorms prevented
he dome from being opened on some nights. The light curves
ere taken with 1 s time resolution, using a broad UBV filter

 BG40 ) with a maximum transmittance at ∼500 nm wavelength
nd co v erage of ∼350–650 nm. Bias frames, dome flats, and
ark frames were taken every night, and the images were pro-
essed using custom IDL programs written specifically for Argos.
rgos observed in 45-min blocks to match Rossi X-ray Timing
xplorer (RXTE) visibilities. Global Positioning System 1-s ticks
nd Network Time Protocol servers were used to sync the absolute
ime stamps. All optical light curves used within cross-correlations
ere differential, which reduces atmospheric effects. 2MASS

16194990-1537248 was used as the comparison star for all of the
ata. 
The X-ray data were taken using the RXTE, using 100 kiloseconds

f awarded time. Because of the high X-ray brightness, images
ere taken with an offset ( ∼22 ′ RA, ∼37 ′ Dec.) to a v oid instrument

aturation. Light curves were extracted from the raw outputs using
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Figure 1. The Sco X-1 CD using STANDARD-2 data, which co v ers a full 
Sco-like Z track. 

Figure 2. The Sco X-1 HID using STANDARD-2 data, which co v ers a full 
Sco-like Z track. 
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Figure 3. The most obvious of the potential reprocessing peaks. Lines have 
been drawn in the light curves over flickers that are clearly being reprocessed. 
The first plot is the differential optical light curve (normalized by the median), 
the second is the X-ray intensity, the third is the location on the Z track, and 
the last shows the unfiltered CCF. 
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tandard tools in HEASoft (version 6.29). RXTE contained five 
roportional counter units (PCUs) on its proportional counter array 
PCA). The PCA had a total collecting area of 6500 cm 

2 , and a
sable energy range of 2–60 keV. As the instruments aged, certain 
CUs began to discharge. To prevent further damage, some of 

he PCUs were temporarily turned off for periods of time. For
his analysis, both the STANDARD-1 and STANDARD-2 data 
ere taken only from PCU2, which allowed for a more consistent 

alibration. STANDARD-1 data (no energy bands) were taken with 
 time-resolution of 1 s, to match the resolution of the Argos data.
TANDARD-2 data were taken with a time-resolution of 16 s, and 
nergy bands of 2.0–4.0, 4.0–6.5, 6.5–9.0, and 9.0–15.0 keV. Soft 
olour is defined as the ratio of the fluxes in the 4.0–6.5-keV energy
and o v er the flux es in the 2.0–4.0-keV energy band. Hard colour is
efined as the ratio of the fluxes in the 9.0–15.0-keV energy band
 v er the fluxes in the 6.5–9.0-keV energy band. The data collected
o v er a full Sco-like Z track, as is clear in the corresponding CD
Fig. 1 ) and HID (Fig. 2 ). 

 DATA  DESCRIPTION  

he CD comprises a full Sco-like Z track (Fig. 1 ). Branch clas-
ification was performed using spline interpolations o v er the soft
olour , hard colour , and intensity. See Appendix A for a detailed
xplanation of how these were calculated. The HB is short and near-
arallel along the hard colour axis, but clearly defined relative to
he NB at lower hard colour values. The FB is very prominent,
 xtending o v er larger ranges of hard and soft colours than the HB
nd NB combined. The FB also contains a ‘kink’ near the midpoint,
eferenced in McNamara et al. ( 2005 ). Visually, it is the point where
he FB begins to move to harder hard colours more quickly (i.e.
he hard colour-soft colour slope increases). While the HID also has
he generalized Sco-like shape, the HB is much more difficult to
iscern from the NB than it was on the CD. In addition, the kink is
till present in the FB, but the higher intensity side has a noticeably
igher spread than the lower intensity side. The Z track undergoes no
ajor secular drift o v er the 12 d Sco X-1 was observed. As would be

xpected, the system generally moves through the NB before getting 
o the HB or FB, as opposed to skipping it entirely (Figs 3 –4 h and
ppendix B ). 
The X-ray light curves are characterized by long time-scale 

eatures combined with faster flickering (clear flickering can be seen 
n Fig. 3 , for example). At some points in the light curves (FB and soft
pex), there are bursts of intensity, combined with flickering that lasts
etween 1.5 and 7 min (see Figs 4 b and h for clear examples). This
ickering can itself see the intensity rising up to ∼2000 counts. This
reates plateaus on top of the slow/flat features, which can themselves 
eturn back to the original intensity either gradually (Fig. 4 h), or in
n amount of time comparable to the initial burst (Fig. 4 b). The
eights of these intensity outbursts are seen to reach 50 per cent of
he starting intensity, but are often smaller as well (10–20 per cent).
imilar flickering plateaus can be found in other observations as 
ell, such as the light curves of McGowan et al. ( 2003 ) and Mu ̃ noz-
arias et al. ( 2008 ). The large-scale drops at the beginning and end
f some X-ray observations (Fig. B1 j) seem to be instrumental, as
here is al w ays a sharp intensity increase followed by a decrease at
he beginning of a light curve, and a sharp intensity decrease at the
nd. This is possibly due to RXTE slewing o v er the source to the
MNRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
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M

Figure 4. Examples of minor peaks and the data that produce them. Note the similarities in optical and X-ray behaviour, specifically the flickering plateaus in 
both. The first plot is the differential optical light curve (normalized by the median), the second is the X-ray intensity, the third is the location on the Z track, the 
fourth shows the minor peak when the CCF has been run through a high pass Butterworth filter with a 2-min cutoff time (red) and its fit to piecewise exponential 
functions (blue), and the last shows the unfiltered CCF. 
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ffset position at the start, and then slewing away from the system
ltogether at the end. It is likely that the standard good time intervals
ere insufficiently conservative in their selections. The edges of these

ight curves were clipped before any further analysis was performed.
NRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
The optical light curves are normalized to the median of the
ntensities of Sco X-1, so that the differential flux values are not solely
omparisons between Sco X-1 and a comparison star. In general, they
ave a more varied range of behaviours than the X-ray light curves.
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Figure 4. ( Continued. ) 
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hese include flickering of similar time-scales to the X-ray flickering 
Fig. 3 ), constant intensities (Fig. B1 e), slow rises/falls (Figs 4 a and
), sudden, short dips (Fig. 4 e), and small-scale bursts on the order
f 15 min (Fig. 4 c). In many cases, these behaviours are unrelated to
he X-ray light curve. The X-ray flickering plateaus are often seen 
n the optical light curves as well. They are nearly lined up with
he X-ray plateaus, and sometimes are even more well defined when 
ompared to other features. This may imply that the optical has an
-ray reprocessed component. There is one instance of an optical 
lateau unaccompanied by an X-ray counterpart (Fig. 4 e), but the
ickering is much less pronounced. Although the worst of the cloud
ffects were remo v ed by using differential light curves and cutting
ut regions with the most extreme values, they can still be seen to a
mall degree in some regions (Fig. B1 e). 
MNRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
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Table 2. Conditions used for minor peak identification, in the order they 
were applied. 

XR high-pass crit time 3.6 min 

Optical high-pass crit time 3.6 min 
Height 3.17 × S. Dev. 
Dist. between peaks 60 s 
Prominence Min: 0.3 | Max: 0.7 
Rel. height 0.15 
Width Min: 3 s | Max: 20 s 

Notes. Note that for the relative height, 1 corresponds to the base of the peak 
at the lowest contour, and 0 represents the maximum of the peak. 

Figure 5. A demonstration of minor peak identification. The minor peak 
maximum is represented by the red ‘X’, the height is represented by the 
orange line (A), and the minimum distance between successive peaks is 
represented by the magenta-shaded region (B). The green star signifies the 
deepest trough between the peak and the edge of the optical lags. The green 
line is the prominence, the difference between the peak and the trough. This 
is calculated on both sides of the peak, with the true prominence being the 
smaller of the two (C). The cyan line (D) represents the height where the 
width is calculated (15 per cent lower than the peak maximum). The CCF is 
the result of Butterworth filtered light curves. 
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 C C F  M E T H O D O L O G Y  

aps in the optical will naturally occur due to issues such as
loudiness and bad data. Because these create uneven sampling,
he search for reprocessing was performed using discrete cross-
orrelations (DCCFs), as in Edelson & Krolik ( 1988 ). The DCCF
akes the form, 

C C F ( τ ) = 

1 

M 

∑ 

i,j 

( a i − ā )( b j − b̄ ) 

σa σb 

, (2) 

here τ is the lag, a and b are the light curves in question, i and
 are the indices of data points within the light curves, σ is the
tandard deviation of a light curve, and M is the number of pairs to
v erage o v er. The DCCF of fers an adv antage o v er another commonly
sed version, the interpolated cross-correlation (Gaskell & Peterson
987 ), because it does not require the introduction of invented data
hen there are time gaps. 
The X-ray data were broken into segments such that there were

o data gaps larger than ∼10 min. These data were then cross-
orrelated with any optical observation the y o v erlapped with in time.
he CCFs tend to be dominated by long time-scale features, as seen
y the figures in Appendix B . These structures can span on the
rder of 1000 s, making some of the shorter time-scale features very
ifficult to detect by eye. As such, high-pass filters can be useful for
nding smaller features. For a discussion on how this is implemented,
ee Section 5 . Edge effects can be seen on some CCFs, where the
agnitudes can reach extreme values at the maximum or minimum

ight curv e o v erlap lag. As none of these occur close to zero lag (the
losest is at ∼500 s), they will have no bearing on analysis. 

What qualifies as a CCF feature of interest depends on the process
reating the feature and the geometric scales of the system. For
eprocessing, the optical signal will be received some time after the
-ray signal, which leads to a peak occurring at positive lags in

he CCF. The values of those lags are dependent on the light travel
ime through the binary system. For LMXBs, reprocessing peaks will
ppear at up to tens of seconds of lag. For Sco X-1, a potential event
hould be a peak at less than ∼17 s. 

Out of all the CCFs, one peak, in particular, deserves focus (Fig. 3 ).
t occurs at a lag of ∼1 s, and visually stands out when compared to
he structure surrounding it, being taller than peaks of similar width.
lthough no flickering plateaus appear in either light curve, there are

ome peaks in the optical light curve that correlate with X-ray peaks,
uch as the three peaks in the MJD region 54970.75–54970.76. In
ddition, Sco X-1 is solidly on the FB during these observations, the
nly place reprocessing has been seen in Sco X-1 (Hynes et al. 2016 ).
or these reasons, this peak is an extremely promising candidate for
eprocessing. 

 M I N O R  P E A K S  WITHIN  T H E  CCFS  

ecause the CCF peak described in Section 4 showed up as a small
eak superposed on a larger peak, we examined other CCFs more
losely, and found other features, from here referred to as ‘minor
eaks’, which could be the result of reprocessing as well. Minor peaks
re defined as relatively small peaks at positive, near-zero lags. They
ake the general shape of piecewise exponential functions, although
he sharpness of the peaks is not consistent among them. All of the

inor peaks were initially identified by eye, via close examination
f the CCFs. Because these may or may not be much smaller than
he scale of the surrounding CCFs, Butterworth filters (Butterworth
930 ) were used to aid with visual identification. Butterworth filters
re designed to have a maximally flat response in the passband. The
NRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
esponse follows the formula 

 ( jω) = 

1 √ 

1 + ( ω 
ω c 

) 2 n 
, (3) 

here j is the square root of –1, ω is the frequency, ω c is the cutoff
requency divided by half of the sampling frequency, and n is the
lter order. Filters for the visual identification of minor peaks were
econd order ( n = 2) and used cutoff times of 2 min, where cutoff
ime is the inverse cutoff frequency. Filtering strips out features
hat span lags too long to signify reprocessing, resulting in easier
dentification. These long-lag features tended to be comparatively
arge in magnitude, making the technique especially helpful for these
ata. The filtered CCFs are what are used for the fits in Figs 4 (a)–(h),
s well as the subsequent analysis. 

A significant concern is to verify that the minor peaks are
ound at a statistically significant rate and are not coincidental. For
omputational identification, we use a series of selection criteria
hat are summarized in Table 2 , in order of application (Fig. 5 ).
irst, both the optical and X-ray light curves were high-pass filtered
sing a Butterworth filter with a cutoff time of 3.6 min, to make the
inor peaks more obvious. Then, peaks were chosen based on (a)
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Figure 6. Histogram of peak lags for the eight smaller minor peaks. 
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Figure 7. The top panel shows a phase-lag diagram of the eight detected 
minor peaks. The red sinusoid is the expected lags for companion reprocessing 
based on the equation given in O’Brien ( 2000 ). The bottom panel is a 
histogram showing the distribution of data by phase as a fraction of the 
total amount of data. In the low-phase region containing the most minor 
peaks, Sco X-1 is almost al w ays in the FB ( s z > 2). 
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he maximum being higher than a set value (peak height), (b) the
istance between the maximum and the nearest maxima in lag, (c)
he smallest difference between the peak maximum and the lowest 
ontour bounded by the minor peak and the next higher peak or
he edge of the data (prominence), and (d) the width of the peak
calculated at the relative height ). This was done between ±20 min of
ag, so as not to include edge effects that were seen in the extreme lags
f the CCFs. It is important to note that these criteria were arbitrary
eak properties that resulted in the identification of minor peaks 
lready found by eye, and not necessarily based on prior expectations 
or the system. 

To check the significance of the minor peaks, a rate of false
ccurrences should be calculated. All optical and X-ray light curves 
hat do not o v erlap in time were also cross-correlated, leading to
CFs with lags that are much too large for reprocessing in LMXBs.
ecause the identification scheme is independent of peak lag, all 
inor peaks found in these CCFs are therefore false occurrences. On 

verage, one false peak occurred every ∼158 min. Poisson statistics, 
s well as the expectation that peaks would appear within ±15 s,
esults in a vanishingly small probability that all ( ∼10 −14 ), or even
ost ( ∼10 −6 for half), of the minor peaks are false occurrences. The

hances of even one minor peak being a false positive is ∼7 per cent.
hese may seem like optimistic numbers, as one might expect the 

ate of false occurrences to increase when looking only at FB data,
ue to the amount of activity and features in those sections of light
urve. Ho we ver, the FB data only had a false peak every ∼136 min,
ot a meaningful change from the interv al deri ved from the full data
et. The rate of false positives was a natural result of the selection
riteria finding features similar to the visually identified reprocessing 
eaks e xclusiv ely. Had the conditions been relaxed to find a wider
ange of peaks, the rate would have almost certainly increased. 

A total of eight minor peaks were identified (e.g. Figs 4 a–h). All
eaked at lags of less than 4 s (Fig. 6 ). Initially, the peak referenced
n Section 4 was classified separately from the minor peaks, as
t was much more prominent when compared to the surrounding 
CF features. Ho we ver, when comparing the prominent peak and a

tacked version of the minor peaks, they look very similar, implying 
hat this peak is simply a stronger version of the minor peaks.
lthough the minor peaks have unfiltered maxima at differing values 

i.e. Figs 4 c and b), the filtered CCF minor peaks are comparable, as
hey identify correlations that are not necessarily the most obvious 
tructure in the variability. For all peaks (Fig. 3 included), the CCF
ehaviour is more important than the actual magnitude. 
Using the ephemeris from Galloway et al. ( 2014 ), the binary phase
as calculated for each minor peak (Fig. 7 ). Note that a binary phase
f 0 corresponds to the inferior conjunction of the system. Lags due
o companion reprocessing can be approximated by a sinusoid with 
ean a / c and amplitude (2 a / c ) sin ( i ) (O’Brien et al. 2002 ), where a

s the binary separation, c is the speed of light, and i is the binary
nclination. Due to the similarity of the shapes of minor peaks, it
s likely that they are all reprocessing from a similar region of the
ystem. Based on the observed lags in Fig. 7 , this region is probably
n the accretion disc. The highest minor peak lag occurs at a phase of
0.3. The sinusoid in Fig. 7 visualizes the expected companion lags

as calculated abo v e), and shows that the minor peak would need to
e ∼11 s to be companion reprocessing. In fact, most of the points
n Fig. 7 better coincide with reprocessing from the disc than the
ompanion. 

The top panel of Fig. 7 shows that most of the minor peaks
ccur at low phases, less than ∼0.4. Although correlations from 

ompanion reprocessing would become more likely as the irradiated 
ace comes into view, one would not expect these correlations to
e so asymmetric about the orbit. The bottom panel of the same
gure shows the distribution of data by phase as a percentage of the

otal. Most of the data with phases of less than 0.5 are in the FB
 ∼80 per cent), while less than half is in the FB for phases greater
han 0.5. In addition, there are more FB data when the phase is less
han 0.5 ( ∼75 per cent of the total). Looking at these differences
n co v erage, it is not altogether une xpected that this distribution of
ata would lead to most of the minor peaks occurring at the smaller
hases. 
Analysis of the CCF exponential fits reveals that the rising time-

cales of the minor peaks tend to be smaller than the falling time-
cales (Fig. 8 ). Here, the rising and falling time-scales are the
nverse rate of growth from the exponential fits. Using a two-sample
olmogoro v–Smirno v test (e xcluding one data point with a fall
MNRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
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M

Figure 8. A comparison of minor peak rising lag scales and falling lag scales, 
based on piecewise exponential fits. One minor peak with a falling lag scale 
of ∼200 s is not included in the plot. 

Figure 9. The results of the 3D spline fit, resulting in ( s z , t z ) coordinates for 
the Sco X-1 data. 
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Figure 10. The ( s z , t z ) variables are plotted against the Sco X-1 differential 
optical data (divided by the median). 
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ime of ∼200 s) yields a p -value of 0.05, making it unlikely that
he samples could have been drawn from the same distribution. In
ddition, Fig. 8 shows the rising minor peak times plotted against the
alling minor peak times (where ‘times’ are the inverse exponents),
isregarding an outlier with a fall time of almost 200 s. The gradient
f the fit line is greater than 1, illustrating that the minor peaks are
symmetric. The Pearson correlation coefficient of these times is
.63, with a p -value of 0.13. The fast rise/slow decay shape of the
inor peaks is a natural result of transfer function properties. Also

f note is the magnitude of these times, ranging from ∼5 to 10 s.
hese are similar to the lag times one would see from companion

eprocessing, and so companion reprocessing cannot be completely
uled out; it may contribute to the smearing of the response, even if
ot to the peak. A comparison of autocorrelation central peak widths
nd the rising/falling times of the minor peaks is dominated by scatter
NRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
nd does not convincingly show that the steepness is driven by the
-ray light curve time-scales. 
An additional effort was taken to search for trends involving

he first four moments (mean, variance, skew, and kurtosis) of the
inor peaks. Various quantities were plotted against the moments,

ncluding hard colour, soft colour, flux, phase, position on the CD Z
rack ( s z ), and the rate of change of Z track position (d s z /d t ). Ho we ver,
one of the quantities rev ealed an y sort of tendencies or correlations
hat were not already ob vious. The y do, on the other hand, further
llustrate the asymmetry in the minor peak skews (moment 3) seen in
ig. 8 , as all of the skews are positive, corresponding to a faster rise

han fall. In addition, the asymmetry reinforces that the minor peaks
re real, and not statistical coincidences, as random peaks would not
ave systematic lopsidedness. This behaviour has precedent, as in
he CCFs of Hynes et al. ( 2009 ), in their echo mapping of the black
ole XRB Swift J1753.5 −0127. These correlations were attributed
o thermal reprocessing on the disc, and behaved similarly to CCFs
esulting from convolving model transfer functions and X-ray ACFs
O’Brien et al. 2002 ; Hynes et al. 2003 ). 

 SPECTRAL  B E H AV I O U R S  

e mapped the data points into a coordinate system relative to the Z
rack defined by the parameters s z , t z , and u z (see Appendix A for in
epth discussion of how the mapping was performed). s z is defined as
he location along the Z track, t z is the distance away from the Z track,
nd u z is the angular component around the Z track. The coordinates
 s z , t z , u z ) can then be thought of as a cylindrical coordinate system
here the height axis does not have a static direction. s z = 1 and 2

re defined as the hard and soft ape x es, respectiv ely, and the scaling
f s z in the HB and FB is based on the scale of the NB (between
 z = 1 and 2). This means that s z does not have set minimum or
aximum values. The results of the ( s z , t z , u z ) mapping can be seen

n Figs 9–11 . For the mapping of these data, the beginning of the HB
s near s z = 0.5, and the end of the FB approaches s z = 6, making
he FB mid-point about s z = 4. 

Plots b–d in Fig. 9 show s z plotted against the observed variables
sed for the ( s z , t z , u z ) mapping, with a good correlation with respect
o each. As one might expect for a Sco-like with a near-vertical HB,
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Figure 11. The u z variable is plotted against a variety of others. 

Figure 12. The Sco X-1 CD with minor peak locations marked in colour 
(see Section 5 for the definition of a minor peak). While it appears as though 
some of the minor peaks stretch well into the NB (specifically on 19 May), 
this is only due to some outlier points. The densest clusters of those points 
lie on the soft apex. 
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the entire differential optical light curve. 
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ll of the variables increase from the soft ape x, e xcept for the soft
olour in the HB. s z is also plotted here against t z (Fig. 9 , plot e),
ith no correlation apparent, although there is a noticeable increase 

n scatter in the upper half of the FB. Plot f shows d s z /d t plotted
gainst s z itself, and also has a larger spread in the upper FB. The
ffects of this behaviour can be seen in Fig. 12 . Even though the time
anges of the light curves used to create the minor peaks are similar
engths, the minor peak locations on the upper FB co v er much more
f the Z track than the minor peaks on the lower FB or the soft apex.
he diagonal line of points centred around s z = 2 in plot f is not a

eal trend, but rather an artefact from the mapping of points on the
oncave side of the Z diagram. 

Plot c in Fig. 10 shows four clear regions in the s z versus optical
lot: an uncorrelated step in the HB at ∼0.47, an uncorrelated step in
he NB at ∼0.58, an uncorrelated step in the lower FB at ∼1.1 (with
 much higher dispersion than the HB and NB steps), and a positive
orrelation in the upper FB ( s z > 4) with a slope of 0.077. Note that
his final region is also associated with the increased spread in t z and
 s z /d t described abo v e. The soft ape x ( s z = 2) shows a large range of
uxes among the NB/FB steps, but no such spread exists at the hard
pex ( s z = 1). This is possibly more to do with the amount of data
btained around the hard apex, which is significantly less than exists
n the soft. 
Fig. 13 shows a histogram of the optical flux, and helps to

lluminate that the step transitions occur at the ape x es, at slightly
maller values of s z than their strict definitions of s z = 1 and 2. While
ts behaviour is not what one would generally describe as bimodal,
here are two peaks that are worth pointing out. The first is a low
catter, low-intensity peak corresponding to the HB, and the second 
 broad, high-intensity peak corresponding to the FB. A small peak
an be seen at an intensity of ∼0.58 (the location of the NB step).
o we ver, the peak frequency is of a similar scale as certain portions
f the soft apex, and so is likely too small to call this an example
f trimodal optical behaviour. Again, this may be more of an issue
ith simply not having much solidly NB data, because the step in
ig. 10 clearly defines the region. It may be tempting to define a
mooth envelope that encompasses the optical- s z shape in Fig. 10
nstead of describing it as steps. The regions that are devoid of
ata (around the jumps to new flux levels in the step description)
ould then be due to a lack of data co v erage. Ho we ver, this is
nlikely to be an adequate explanation. Although Fig. 13 cannot be
escribed as bimodal (or trimodal), these beha viours ha ve been well
ecorded in Sco X-1 since not long after its disco v ery (Hiltner &

ook 1967 , 1970 ) to more recent works (Hynes et al. 2016 ). This
s at odds with an envelope explanation, which would fill in these
ata gaps. Treating the behaviour like steps will naturally lead to a
ouble (or triple) peaked histogram with enough co v erage of each
ranch. 
The u z variable plotted against others can be seen in Fig. 11 . As

ne would hope for with good initial rank definitions, t z is more
r less uniform for all angles (as are the other variables), albeit
ith a couple of bulges at u z � 22 . ◦5 and 202 . ◦5. The sources of

hese are the upper FB region where the ‘cylinder’ has squished
long one axis, as well as a region along the soft apex. With the
nclusion of intensity into the ( s z , t z , u z ) mapping, the lack of
ny s z correlation with t z or u z leads to the conclusion that s z is
he dominant parameter when describing the spectral state of Sco 
-1. 
MNRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
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 DISCUSSION  

.1 Potential r epr ocessing 

ig. 12 plots the X-ray data corresponding to the minor peaks as
arger, coloured points plotted o v er the full CD. The figure shows
hat minor peaks were only identified on the FB and at the soft apex.
his lends further evidence to the minor peaks being reprocessing
eaks, as reprocessing has only ever been found on or near the FB.
he interpretation for this depends on which spectral model is used.
 or e xample, in the Psaltis et al. ( 1995 ) model, the binary begins to
o v e into super-Eddington luminosities on the FB. The accretion

ate becomes tumultuous, radially moving inward in some regions
nd outward in others. As material builds up in the outer corona, the
lectron scattering opacity increases, which causes more X-rays to
e redirected on to the accretion disc and reprocessed (McNamara
t al. 2003 ). Independently, the Church et al. ( 2012 ) model says
hat Sco-likes have increased accretion rates going up the FB. As

uch of the X-ray radiation on the FB originates as flares from
nstable burning near the NS surface in this model, an increased
ccretion rate would predict more reprocessing in this case as
ell. 
Out of the nine nights that contained both optical and X-ray

ata, four had instances of potential reprocessing. All of the minor
eaks occurred during times that contained either flickering, flaring,
r some combination of the two in both the X-ray and optical
ight curves. There are no outliers to this, i.e. no o v erlapping light
urves with the aforementioned traits without a minor peak, with
ne possible exception in Fig. B1 (a) (which also lies in the FB).
here is clearly flickering in both light curves, but the X-ray light
urve is so short that any minor peaks may have been masked
y edge effects. This leads to the conclusion that FB correlations
re al w ays present when there is suitable variability and enough
ata. 
Our conclusions from studying correlated variability are consistent

ith expectations based on energetics and spectral energy distribu-
ion modelling. It has long been appreciated that optical emission
rom luminous LMXBs should be dominated by reprocessed X-
ays. van Paradijs & McClintock ( 1994 ) showed that the absolute
agnitudes of a sample of 18 LMXBs, including Sco X-1, were

onsistent with predictions based on their X-ray luminosities and
rbital periods (and hence inferred disc sizes). Vrtilek et al. ( 1991 )
howed that International Ultraviolet Explorer UV spectra of Sco X-1
ere best fitted by an irradiated disc model. More recently, Russell,
ender & Jonker ( 2007 ) studied X-ray and optical/infrared (OIR)
missions and compared them to what would be expected for OIR
ominated by reprocessing, viscous heating, and synchrotron. The
uthors found that the OIR from Z sources can be explained by X-
ay reprocessing alone. Z sources generally having larger amounts
f OIR due to reprocessing is consistent with their higher X-ray
uminosities and larger disc radii. 

It has been shown in Dubus et al. ( 1999 ) that the disc is likely
onv e x and self-shielding, but there have been suggestions for how
he outer disc could be illuminated. Hynes et al. ( 2016 ) propose that
co X-1 undergoes obscurations in the inner disc, and that the amount
f outer disc illumination depends on changes in this obscuration.
 or e xample, a model similar to the one in Titarchuk, Seifina &
hrader ( 2014 ), with a central obscuring torus, would scatter soft
-rays originating around the NS, and prevent them from reaching

he outer disc. A Comptonizing accretion disc corona, like the one
roposed in Church et al. ( 2012 ), could obscure similarly. Decreasing
he thickness of the torus, or its optical depth, would allow more soft
hotons to reach the outer accretion disc. 
NRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
The outer disc could be further illuminated with the addition of
isc warping. In this process, uneven illumination on each side of the
uter disc causes a torque on the annulus of unequal irradiation. As
aterial mo v es to the inner radii, it carries with it a ‘memory’ of said

orque. This results in a warp with nodes in the shape of a prograde
piral, rotating with a superorbital periodicity. Sco X-1 is known to
e ‘indeterminately unstable’ to disc warping, experiencing times
here the disc is warped and times where the disc is flat (Ogilvie
 Dubus 2001 ). Ho we ver, as Kotze & Charles ( 2012 ) note, its 62-h

uperorbital period (Kudryavtsev et al. 1989 ) is not al w ays a strong
ffect within the light curve, and so it is likely that warping is not
ignificantly influencing disc irradiation here. 

.2 Behaviours on the Z track 

caringi et al. ( 2015 ) found that optical data could be used to predict
hether Sco X-1 was on the NB or FB when no X-ray spectral data
as available. The results in Fig. 13 back that claim up and expand
pon it by including the HB. They also say that their results are not
erfect discriminators of the two branches, noting long tails in the
ptical bimodal behaviour. Our results are more promising, showing
hat when using an s z parameterization, the muddiness disappears
omewhat. The soft apex appears here as a clear transition region
etween the NB and the FB, containing only intermediate fluxes
etween the two steps. 

The model in Psaltis et al. ( 1995 ) can explain this type of optical
ehaviour, as interpreted by McNamara et al. ( 2003 ). In the HB,
he release of kinetic energy from infalling material would cause a
emperature increase in the magnetosphere and central corona. This
ould lead to an increase in both the optical and X-ray intensities,
ith both being tied together based on the accretion rate (amount of

nfalling material/released kinetic energy). In Fig. 2 , one can see that
he X-ray intensity is more or less constant in the HB, and so this
odel would predict similar behaviour in the optical (confirmed by

he HB step in Fig. 10 ). On the NB, the radiation pressure increases,
eading to a pileup of material near the NS surface. This causes an
ncrease in the amount of X-rays that are absorbed and re-emitted as
ptical light, so the NB step would be expected to be higher than the
B step, even as X-ray intensity decreases. As the Eddington critical

ate is passed and the mass flow becomes chaotic (FB), material
uilds up in the corona, leading to more X-rays being scattered
own to the outer accretion disc for reprocessing. This would lead to
nother jump in the optical intensity, correlating with X-ray intensity.
his would also explain the additional optical scatter in the FB, as

he X-rays on that branch behave similarly. 
The point of transition from uncorrelated to correlated is notable,

s other papers have noted a ‘kink’ occurring there on the FB
McNamara et al. 2005 ). The kink location is where the FB slope
ncreases, between s z = 4.0 and 4.5, and can be seen more clearly
n the CDs of Hertz et al. ( 1992 ) and Dieters & van der Klis ( 2000 ).
arnard, Church & Bałuci ́nska-Church ( 2003 ), who use a spectral
odel where the NS is the blackbody emitter, describe this hard

olour increase as the point where the emission co v ers the entire
entral object. In addition, McNamara et al. ( 2005 ) found that the FB
fter the kink could be identified with only optical data, using Johnson
 magnitude and the presence of the largest amplitude (0.1 mag)
ares within 8-min data segments. This adds credence to the results

n Fig. 10 . 
McNamara et al. ( 2003 ) discuss the speeds at which Sco X-1
o v es through its Z track, which the authors say may need more

ata for further confirmation. They point out that the system begins
o slo w do wn as it mo v es down the FB, to a minimum at the soft
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pex, before speeding up again approaching the hard apex, where it
eaches a local maximum. It then slowly decreases up the HB. Our
ata do not quite back every aspect of this up. Although there is
greement in that the speed decreases from the top of the FB, this
hange only lasts for the upper half. From there, the maximum speed
ecreases slightly as the system approaches the soft apex, where it
eems to remain until the hard apex (the mapping artefact makes it
ifficult to tell). There is a small, but noticeable increase in speeds
t the hard apex, but it does not decrease through the HB. Hertz
t al. ( 1992 ) also notes a taper at the Sco X-1 soft apex, and point
ut that since d s z /d t is a function of s z , the shortest time-scale for
ntensity fluctuations caused by super-Eddington instabilities will be 
ependent on the accretion rate. This should hold for our data as
ell, at least in the upper FB. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have analysed simultaneous 1 s Argos optical data and RXTE
-ray data for the Z source Sco X-1. DCCFs of o v erlapping sets of

hese data revealed two CCF phenomena as follows: 

(i) One larger potential reprocessing peak that stood out from the 
urrounding CCF features. Its peak maximum occurred at ∼1 s. 

(ii) Eight smaller minor peaks that were much more difficult to 
iscern from the other CCF features. Their peaks all occur at lags
ess than 4 s. 

Due to the similarity of a stacked version of the minor peaks
o the larger peak, it is likely that they are just weaker versions
f the same. To confirm that the minor peaks were in fact real, a
cheme was created so that they could be identified computationally, 
sing a series of criteria involving peak properties and high-pass 
utterworth filters. The same identification scheme was tested on the 
CFs of sections of data that did not o v erlap in time. Poisson statistics
erformed on the results led to the conclusion that the minor peaks
re occurring at a statistically significant rate (the chances of even 
ne minor peak being a false positive is calculated as ∼7 per cent).
urther evidence comes from the CD, as all of the minor peaks
ccurred on the FB or soft apex. No other potential reprocessing 
vents were seen outside of these Z track regions. Comparing minor 
eak lags to the expected companion lag and phase leads to the
mplication that the disc would be the reprocessing region. Ho we ver,
ompanion reprocessing could still make some contribution to the 
ails of the minor peaks. Additional checking of the moments of
he peaks yielded no new information, except confirming slower 
ecay time-scales (in skewness). Ultimately, the results support the 
onclusion that short lag FB correlations are al w ays present, so long
s there is an adequate amount of data and suitable variability. 

In addition, it was found that the Z track location could be
stimated from the optical intensity alone. We performed an analysis 
f the Z track behaviour by using a 3D modification of the rank
umber scheme (Appendix A ), which when plotted against the 
ptical can be divided into four distinct regions: 

(i) s z < 1: This region contains no optical- s z correlation, and 
ccurs at a differential optical flux of about ∼0.47. This corresponds
o the HB. 

(ii) 1 < s z < 2: This region contains no optical- s z correlation, and
ccurs at a differential optical flux of about ∼0.58. This corresponds
o the NB. 

(iii) 2 < s z < 4: This region contains no optical- s z correlation, and
ccurs at a differential optical flux of about ∼1.1. This corresponds
o the lower half of the FB. 
(iv) s z > 4: This region contains a positive optical- s z correlation.
his corresponds to the upper half of the FB. 

The division at s z = 4 is notable, as it is associated with a kink in the
B that is interpreted as the point where blackbody emission co v ers

he entire central object. A histogram of the optical intensity reveals
hat the soft apex is a clear transition region with only intermediate
uxes between the NB and FB steps. 
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PPENDIX  A :  Z  T R AC K  PARAMETERIZAT I ON  

o quantify the location on the Z track, a rank number system similar
o the one in Dieters & van der Klis ( 2000 ) was used. The method
efines the coordinate system ( s z , t z ), where s z is the projected
ocation of a data point along the Z track, and t z is the distance away
rom the Z track. Values called ’ranks’ were first assigned by hand
o different reference points along the Z track (Fig. A1 ). These ranks
re the basis for what will become the s z variable. The hard apex was
efined as rank 1, the soft apex as rank 2, and the intermediate and
uter points were filled in using the normalized arc length between
he two initial ranks (i.e. if the normalized arc length of the NB was
 , then an arc length of s ≈ L away from the soft apex onto the FB
NRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
ould correspond to a rank of 3). Thus, the scale of the ranks is
ependent on the length of the NB, and there is no defined minimum
r maximum value. Two separate cubic spline interpolations of the
anks with the data along each colour axis results in the Z track
sed to calculate s z and t z , seen in Fig. A1 . Relying on the NB arc
ength for scale allows for the ranks to be as large as necessary to
ccommodate different lengths of the HB and FB. It also means that
 s z /d t is directly comparable in different branches, as it represents
ow quickly s z changes within a CD. 
As intensity is often an important variable in defining branches,

his parameterization scheme was expanded further to include the
ntensity axis. Moving the spline into three dimensions required
erforming the aforementioned steps one more time. This would
aturally lead to another parameter, which will from here on out
e referred to as u z . In 3D, s z and t z resemble the height and
adius respectively of a ’warped’ cylindrical coordinate system. If
ne imagines the soft colour, hard colour, and intensity axes as
 Cartesian coordinate system, then the warped cylindrical height
xis ( s z ) meanders within, not necessarily a straight line, and
ot necessarily parallel to one of the Cartesian axes. u z , then, is
nalogous to the angular component. While an interesting param-
ter, most of its utility comes from checking whether or not the
efined ranks were well placed. It should be noted that, because
he scale of intensity is so much larger than the scales of the
olours, all data were divided by the mid-point of the NB ( s z = 1.5),
o that parameter values were not dominated by any individual
xis. 

Returning to the previous analogy, in a standard cylindrical
oordinate system, the vectors defining the angular origin are parallel,
egardless of the location on the height axis. In fact, the planes
ormal to the height axis are all parallel as well, because the height
xis is a straight line. When the height axis is warped, the normal
lane must turn with it, and so the set of planes normal to the
 z axis (and the angular origin vectors) are not parallel to each
ther. Therefore, calculating u z requires a system where a set of
artesian axes rotate along s z . Borrowing terminology from the

imilar Frenet–Serret formulae (Serret 1851 ; Frenet 1852 ), these
xes can be defined as the tangent ( T ), the normal ( N ), and the
inormal ( B ), and can be calculated inductively. T is the easiest to
alculate, as it al w ays points with s z (Fig. A2 ). N and B both lie on
he plane perpendicular to T , and their directions directly determine
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Figure B1. The first plot is the differential optical light curve (normalized 
by the median), the second is the X-ray intensity, the third is the location on 
the Z track, and the last shows the unfiltered CCF. 
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igure A2. A demonstration of how the N k − 1 B k − 1 plane transforms into
he N k B K plane (distance between the two is exaggerated for clarity) along a
mall segment of the Z track. T k is the vector that points from s z, k − 1 to s z, k .
he directions of N k and B k rely on how T k − 1 is rotated around two separate
xes to become parallel with T k . 

he origin point of u z . The initial positions of N 1 and B 1 are arbitrary,
o long as they are orthogonal and lie on the N 1 B 1 plane. To find N k 

nd B k , axes undergo two rotations, designed to make T k − 1 parallel
o T k . The first was around an axis parallel to the intensity axis,
assing through the Z track at the T k N k B k origin, at an angle such
hat the rotated T ′ k−1 is parallel to T k when both are projected onto
he soft-hard plane. The second rotation is simply turning T ′ k−1 to 
he same orientation as T k . The question could arise as to why the
forementioned Frenet–Serret formulas were not used, as they are 
pplied to similar problems. In those equations, the N axis is defined
s N = d T /d s , where s represents the arc length. Thus, if T were to
wiggle’, the N and B ax es would rotate v ery quickly. The system
escribed abo v e adds some stiffness to the rotation of the NB plane,
o that the u z origin will not suddenly mo v e to a different side of the Z
rack. 

PPENDIX  B:  OTH ER  INSTANCES  O F  

PTICAL/X-RAY  OV E R L A P  

n an effort to be consistent with public data availability goals, 
he following contains all o v erlapping X-ray and optical data 
hat did not result in a near-zero lag correlation. The dif-
erential optical light curves have been divided by the me- 
ian of the observation. The bottom subplot contains the unfil- 
ered CCF (the filtered versions do not reveal any reprocessing 
eaks). 
MNRAS 526, 645–660 (2023) 
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Figure B1. ( Continued. ) 
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Figure B1. ( Continued. ) 
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Figure B1. ( Continued. ) 
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